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ABMA To Hold 105th Annual Convention
At The Hyatt Coconut Point Resort And Spa, Bonita Springs, FL
By Harrell Kerkhoff | Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

The 105th American Brush Manufacturers Association (ABMA) Annual Convention is scheduled
for March 2-4, at The Hyatt Coconut Point Resort and Spa, in Bonita Springs, FL.
This year’s ABMA event, with a focus on “2022 Recovery,” is billed as three days of networking, fellowship
and information sharing. The convention will include “Face 2 Face” meetings, opening session, guest speaker,
receptions, golf tournament and other key events. (See complete schedule on page 10.)
CONVENTION PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

he first full day of activities for the 105th ABMA Annual
Convention is Wednesday, March 2. The Convention
Committee Breakfast Meeting is scheduled from 8 to 9:20 a.m.,
followed by the Public Relations Committee Meeting from 9:30 to
10:20 a.m., and the Membership Committee Meeting from 10:30
to 11:50 a.m.
ABMA convention registration on Wednesday is scheduled
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. A Statistical Committee Lunch Meeting is
set for noon to 12:50 p.m. on this day, followed by a Safety &
Standards Committee Meeting from 1 to 1:50 p.m.
This year’s All Division Meeting is also slated for Wednesday,
from 2:30 to 3 p.m., and is open to everyone who attends the
convention. That will be followed, from 3 to 5 p.m., by the first of
two ABMA All-Attendee Educational Institutes. Sponsored and
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facilitated by ABMA Emerging Leaders, this session is a “round
table” forum, designed to share information and inspire leadership
at all levels of an organization.
Wednesday’s events conclude with the New Members & First
Time Attendees Welcome Reception from 6 to 7 p.m., the ABMA
Emerging Leaders Welcome Reception from 6:30 to 7 p.m., and
the Paul M. Miller Welcome Reception from 7 to 9 p.m. Dress is
business casual for all receptions.
A day earlier, on Tuesday, March 1, the ABMA Finance
Committee/ABMA Foundation Board of Directors Meeting is
scheduled from 5 to 6 p.m.
The main program to kick off events for Thursday, March 3, will
be the General Session/President’s Welcome from 8 to 8:50 a.m.
Prior to the opening event, a continental breakfast will be available
from 7 to 8:30 a.m. Registration will open at 7:30 a.m. and remain
active until 2 p.m. on Thursday.
BBM MAGAZINE | January/February 2022

Following the General Session will be the second ABMA AllAttendee Educational Institute. This is scheduled from 9 to 11 a.m.,
and will feature Paul Long, a motivational speaker and consultant, who
will present “Connecting To Life Through F.U.N.”
A Face 2 Face table setup is scheduled from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Thursday, while the ABMA Golf Scramble Tournament will take
place from 1 to 6 p.m. at the nearby Raptor Bay Golf Club.
Tournament cost includes greens fees, golf cart rental, range balls
and prizes. Participants are asked to make their own club rental
arrangements directly by calling the pro shop at 1-239-390-4600.
Please specify men’s or ladies left- or right-handed clubs.
A mid-convention reception is scheduled from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Dinner on Thursday is open. One option is participation in the ABMA
Foundation Networking Dinner, to take place from 7:30 to 10 p.m. at
The Cove Restaurant at Hyatt Coconut Point. Reservations and tickets
are required. Proceeds will support the ABMA Foundation.
A full day of activities is planned for Friday, March 4, starting
with a continental breakfast from 7 to 8:30 a.m. Registration is
scheduled from 7:30 a.m. to noon.
One of Friday’s highlights will be the ABMA “Face 2 Face”
meetings from 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. ABMA is using a pre-planned
meeting schedule format to allow for 15 minute “power meeting”
conferences to take place between suppliers and manufacturers. In
this format, suppliers stay stationary at their tables with chairs for
visitors. Meetings will cycle every 15 minutes. A scheduled format
will be in place for the first part of the event. People will rotate per
their schedule. During the final hour, people can move around the
space freely and sit down with suppliers of their choice. Scheduled
meetings will be determined in advance through a scheduling
software program.
“Please note that the meeting selection process is never perfect.
It is hard to accommodate all requests. That is why there is an open
time, which allows people to meet regardless of their schedules,”
according to ABMA.
Tabletop displays should feature only what can fit on a
tabletop. Allowed items are: literature, tablecloths, price sheets,
tabletop racks, counter cards, sample products, and a laptop to
stream video and web conferencing. Items not allowed are: freestanding floor displays, banner stands, large tabletop displays
and wall-hung displays.
From 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. on Friday, the ABMA Companion
Program is scheduled, featuring a guided Naples, FL, trolley tour,
with shopping in historic Naples Old Town.
A buffet lunch is slated from noon until 1 p.m. on Friday. This
will be followed by a Dolphin Eco Cruise from 2 to 5 p.m.
Participants will cruise the waters of Estero Bay, where they will
see an abundance of native plants as well as dolphins, manatees
and unique birds.
Friday evening’s featured event will be the annual Suppliers
Reception, from 7 to 10 p.m. The reception will have a “disco” theme,
and will include food, music and dancing. Prizes will be given for best
“disco” attire, dance moves and photos from the past.
The 2022 ABMA Annual Convention will conclude on
Saturday, March 5, with a board of directors meeting from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. There is no official convention program scheduled for
the remainder of the day, allowing attendees to network and enjoy
the surrounding area on their own.
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HOTEL, DRESS & WEATHER INFORMATION

he Hyatt Coconut Point Resort and Spa is located at 5001
Coconut Rd., Bonita Springs, FL, 34134. The phone number is
1-239-444-1234. For ABMA events, comfortable and casual
dress is appropriate. Daytime attire is casual and sportswear is
customary (golf shirts and slacks or shorts for men; slacks, shorts
or skirts/dresses for women). Evening activities feature “nice”
informal or daytime business casual attire and may include sport
coats for men; and pantsuits, slacks, skirts/dresses for women.
Average Bonita Springs daytime temperatures in March are in
the mid to high 70s. Nighttime temperatures average in the low to
mid 50s. The area averages 1.8 inches of rain during the month.

T

ABMA COVID POLICY FOR CONVENTION

ll attendees, guests and staff will be required to adhere to
posted COVID-19 requirements, including the following:

A

n All attendees will be encouraged to wear a mask while
working or attending ABMA related or ABMA sponsored
meetings and events. ABMA will closely monitor additional mask
requirements from the host city, the hotel and dining venues, and
will share updates;
n Attendees will be given various colored stickers to place on
name badges, indicating one of three requests: No. 1, everything is
good, shake hands, hug, not concerned about personal space; No.
2, no handshakes or hugs, but not concerned about social
distancing, comfortable about being around people in a room; No.
3, no contact, please respect my personal space.
According to ABMA: “It’s important to note that we will not be
social distanced in meeting space (network rooms, exhibit hall,
general sessions, etc.) Hand sanitizer and wipes will be available
in the meeting areas. Extra masks will also be available upon
request. All meeting rooms will be cleaned often.
“At present, Florida does not have in place mandatory mask,
vaccination or social distancing mandates. We encourage attendees to
take personal safety precautions as they deem necessary,” ABMA
added. “We will work closely with local health agencies and the host
hotel to continually monitor and plan the event.”
Call 419-878-2787 or visit www.abma.org for additional
information about this year’s ABMA Annual Convention.
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105th Annual ABMA Convention

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
March 2-4, 2022 • THE HYATT COCONUT POINT RESORT AND SPA • Bonita Springs, FL

TUESDAY, MARCH 1
5 to 6 p.m.
ABMA Finance Committee/ABMA Foundation
Board of Directors Meeting

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2
8 to 9:20 a.m.
Convention Committee Breakfast Meeting
9:30 to 10:20 a.m.
Public Relations Committee Meeting
10:30 to 11:50 a.m.
Membership Committee Meeting
11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Registration / “Gathering Place”
Noon to 12:50 p.m.
Statistical Committee Lunch Meeting
1 to 1:50 p.m.
Safety & Standards Committee
2:30 to 3 p.m.
All Division Meeting
3 to 5 p.m.
ABMA All-Attendee Educational Institute
Presentation: Round Table Forum
Sponsored and Facilitated by ABMA Emerging Leaders
6 to 7 p.m.
New Members & First-Time Attendees
Welcome Reception
Dress: Business Casual
6:30 to 7 p.m.
ABMA Emerging Leaders Welcome Reception
Dress: Business Casual
7 to 9 p.m.
Paul M. Miller Welcome Reception
Dress: Business Casual

THURSDAY, MARCH 3
7 to 8:30 a.m.
Continental Breakfast
7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Registration / “Gathering Place”
8 to 8:50 a.m.
General Session / President’s Welcome
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9 to 11 a.m.
ABMA All-Attendee Educational Institute
Presentation: “Connecting To Life Through F.U.N.”
Speaker: Paul Long
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Face 2 Face Table Setup
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Lunch on Own
1 to 6 p.m.
Golf Scramble Tournament:
Raptor Bay Golf Club
6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Mid-Convention Reception
Dress: Business Casual
7:30 p.m.
Dinner on Own or ABMA
Foundation Networking Dinner
at The Cove Restaurant at Hyatt Coconut Point

FRIDAY, MARCH 4
7 to 7:45 a.m.
Face 2 Face Table Setup
7 to 8:30 a.m.
Continental Breakfast
7:30 a.m. to Noon
Registration / “Gathering Place”

8 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
ABMA “Face 2 Face” Suppliers Display
8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Companion Program: Guided Naples Trolly Tour
With Shopping In Historic Naples Old Town
Noon to 1 p.m.
Buffet Lunch
2 to 5 p.m.
Dolphin Eco Cruise
7 to 10 p.m.
Suppliers Reception
Dress: Disco Theme or Business/Resort Casual

SATURDAY, MARCH 5
8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
ABMA Board of Directors Meeting
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YOUR BRUSH DESERVES
THE BEST FILAMENTS

Recognition for being the global leader in filaments comes from our customers. You inspire
us to make a difference in the world. We will continue to advance our innovations because
we believe your BRUSH deserves the best FILAMENTS.
]XXXEVQPOUDPN

New ABMA Executive Director Donna Frendt
Addresses Future Opportunities
And Challenges For Association, Industry
By Harrell Kerkhoff | Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

he speed of change in today’s business environment requires
flexibility, responsiveness and innovation, key points to focus
on for Donna Frendt, the new executive director of the
American Brush Manufacturers Association (ABMA), as her
tenure begins.
“That holds true not just for our manufacturer and supplier
members, but the entire association. We must leverage multiple
platforms of communication and look at new and unconventional
approaches when solving today’s issues,” Frendt said. “It involves
providing support and value — be it educational, informational
and/or strategic in nature — to assist members as they tackle
various challenges.”
The past couple of years have been very difficult for companies
in practically every industry around the world, according to
Frendt. Issues involving the supply chain, personnel, logistics,
material price increases and other problems are universal to most,
if not all, manufacturing businesses.
“I look forward to working closely with the ABMA board and
members to help identify those pressure points, and then bring
together programs and solutions to further facilitate recovery and
growth for our members,” Frendt said, who is succeeding the retiring
David Parr, after his 20 years of service leading the association.
Frendt noted that ABMA serves as a main conduit in the brush
industry for manufacturers in North America, and their suppliers
worldwide. ABMA’s benefits include: an annual convention with inperson social, networking, educational and business opportunities;
helping to set industry safety standards; providing industry statistics,
resources, relevant news and outreach; supporting emerging leader
opportunities; and offering scholarships and endowments supported
through the ABMA Foundation.
“Will ABMA’s role evolve in the future? I’d have to say, ‘yes.’
It’s important to adapt to meet the changing needs of our
membership, in whatever capacity that may require. ABMA will
remain open to ideas that help facilitate that purpose,” she said.
Frendt has worked in the association management/meeting
planning capacity over the past 20 years, and said she hopes to
continue doing so well into the future.
“I understand the scope of the job quite well, and feel it is wellsuited to my natural disposition, which is strategic, detailed,
thorough, methodical, and future/growth oriented. We must
always strive to grow and learn, while listening to, and meeting
the needs of, the members,” she said. “ABMA’s current
membership includes some of the most sincere and welcoming
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people of any industry I have experienced. Many of them operate
multi-generational businesses, and aside from the successful
accomplishments in growing and prospering through the years,
they also have developed enduring friendships and partnerships
within ABMA, and care deeply about the industry as a whole. It’s
a highly professional organization, with a very compassionate and
supportive base.
“I applied for the (ABMA executive director) position having
gotten to know several members of ABMA who were also
members of other organizations I manage. The position (at
ABMA) represents a new challenge for me, and is a great
opportunity to work with companies of high quality and integrity.
It feels like a mutually good fit.”
Frendt discussed the importance of growing ABMA membership
during an ever-changing industry and business climate.
“As ABMA seeks to provide additional value and support to
members, we obviously want to broaden our scope as well, to
include new members who are looking for growth
opportunities,” she said. “Our current members showcase North
America’s most driven, innovative and quality-oriented
manufacturers and suppliers in the brush industry today. ABMA
is the perfect place for both current and new members to come
together as industry leaders, helping to expand business
relationships and partnerships.”
In the short term, Frendt said her main goal, as the new
executive director, is to get to know individual ABMA members
and their businesses, and to learn their immediate needs and
unique characteristics within the brush, mop and broom industries.
“Long term,” she added, “I look forward to working with

membership in creating strategic plans that will help people,
and companies, accomplish key objectives, positively impact
the marketplace, and build strong foundations involving
relationships and added resources.

“ABMA currently has a vibrant membership base, with a lot of
growth opportunity. I look forward to working with members over
the next many years, while also sharing the association’s
opportunities with others in the brush industry.”
Contact: ABMA, P.O. Box 102, Waterville, OH 43566.
Phone: 419-878-2787.
Email: info@abma.org.
Website: www.abma.org.
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Great Results
Start with Great Materials

Us
Natu ing
ral
Since Fibers
1979

Full Service Supplier:
Boar Bristle all colors, 44 mm through 133 mm and Bulk (waste) sizes | Ox-Ear Hair | Badger Hair
Horse Hair | Goat Hair | Synthetic Paint Brush Filament, Bristle/Synthetic Mixes
Vegetable Fibers:
Tampico | Palmyra | Coco Fiber | Arenga
Plus:
Plastic Brush Blocks | Staple Wire

888.833.1097
Shipping within 24 Hours
Warehousing

info@brushfibers.com | www.brushfibers.com

TOOTHBRUSH
Companies Meet Challenges,
Take Advantage Of Opportunities
To Provide Essential Products
By Harrell Kerkhoff | Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

Toothbrushes today come in many shapes, sizes and
colors. They are often marketed for individual groups,
such as children, adults and people with disabilities.
There are even toothbrushes for the pet care industry.

P

roviding quality products, with the
environment in mind, has been the
focus of Preserve since the
company began a quarter of a century
ago. Today, it supplies 100 percent
recycled household products designed for
everyday use. That includes the The
Preserve® toothbrush, which continues to
grow in popularity among customer
groups interested in, not only using a
quality product, but also one with a true
“green” focus, according to the company.
Preserve adult toothbrushes come in a
choice of three bristle strengths —
medium, soft and ultra soft. The
Preserve toothbrush for children,
meanwhile, is designed for ages 1 to 6,
with soft bristles. These latter toothbrushes also feature a pea pod-shaped
handle specially designed for little
hands. The handle is made of 100
percent recycled No. 5 plastic. A sixcount package of soft virgin nylon
PG 14

Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine recently talked
with representatives of two U.S. toothbrush
companies who provided insight into this important
brush segment, including current marketplace
trends, opportunities and challenges.
bristled toothbrushes is available in
assorted colors, with each toothbrush
designed to connect children with an
endangered species. Facts about en-

Eric Hudson

dangered animals are included in the
packaging.
The adult toothbrushes feature
curved, easy-to-grip handles that are
also made from 100 percent recycled
No. 5 plastic. The handles are designed
to make it easy for the user to reach
every part of teeth and gums, including
those areas where plaque can be hard to
remove. Virgin nylon bristles are
placed in a tri-level arrangement on the
brush head, to help message gums. A
six pack comes in an assortment of
handle colors. Various packaging options are available, including a travel
case. Preserve toothbrushes are recyclable through the company’s mail-in
recycling program.
The handle of the Preserve POPi
adult toothbrush, meanwhile, is made
from 25 percent recycled No. 2 HDPE
ocean waste plastic (recovered through
clean up efforts of Preserve’s partners)
BBM MAGAZINE | January/February 2022

Working together for new solutions

Custom Made

ABRASIVE FILAMENTS
Round or Flat Profile • Grit Sizes of 36 up to 4000
From 0.25 mm (0.010 in) to 3.00 mm (0.120 in) Diameters
Level or Crimped Filaments • Cuts, Spools or Hanks
Cuts from 44 mm (1.73 in) to 1405 mm (55.31 in)
In a Broad Variety of Colors • SiC, AO, Ceramic or Diamond Grit

www.filkemp.com

States. The company has been our partner
for almost 20 years,” Hudson said.

and 75 percent recycled polypropylene.
These toothbrushes, which come in
three colors and feature virgin nylon
bristles, are also recyclable through
Preserve’s mail-in program.
Preserve also sells such items as
shaving products, food storage
containers, and tableware featuring
cups, plates, bowls and cutlery. Many
of those items are also made with
recycled plastic.
Preserve CEO Eric Hudson founded the company in 1996, with the goal
of developing creative ways to
conserve and reuse the earth’s
resources. Hudson enlisted the help of
his father, an industrial designer of
racing cars and boats, to design the first
Preserve toothbrush. That was possible
with input from dentists and hygienists.
In keeping with the company’s goal of
limiting its environmental footprint,
nearly all of Preserve’s products are made
in the United States, which means shorter
shipping distances that use less fuel.
“One of our objectives through the
years, with all Preserve items, is to take
advantage of America’s recycling
efforts. That helps lighten the footprint
of consumer products in the United
States, if not the world,” Hudson said.
“Consumer products make up approximately 25 percent of greenhouse gas
emissions that are produced in the
United States. To help improve on that
percentage, many of our products are
made from such recycled items as
yogurt cups and sour cream containers.
Such items arrive mostly through
curbside collection, in partnership with
other companies.
“The more we can push the envelope
with sustainability, the better we will
serve our customers, who we refer to as
‘Preservers.’ There are approximately
100 million consumers in the United
States who really want to make a
difference with their dollars as it
PG 16

Preserve Toothbrush

pertains to the environment. We want
our ‘Preservers’ to have that option, to
choose products that provide a zero
carbon footprint, while still providing
high performance within specific product categories.
“We are also trying to push the
envelope as it relates to bioplastics,
such as potentially sourcing products
made from captured gases that are
converted into polymers — again, to
bring a product to market that has as
light of an impact on earth as possible.”

“Preserve does create everything
it brings to the marketplace,
including its molds.”

One of the major challenges that
Preserve officials have faced over the
past two years — along with just
about every other company in the
world — is surviving and thriving
during the COVID pandemic.
“It was a very difficult time for the
first six months of the pandemic,
starting in March 2020. Fortunately,
we were able to work with business
partners to reduce operating costs,”
Hudson said. “The problem was,
approximately half of our business is
involved with the foodservice industry,

“The more we can push the envelope
with sustainability, the better we will
serve our customers.”
~Eric Hudson

Sold to the retail marketplace,
Preserve’s items can be found in both
brick and mortar stores as well as ecommerce sites.
“On the marketing side, we reach
customers through social media
platforms and various press and other
marketing initiatives. The object is to
tell people about our story and
mission,” Hudson said. “Our company’s largest points of distribution
are along the Eastern Seaboard, the
Midwest and the West Coast, al though Preserve does have distribution throughout the United States.
Our products can also be found in 40
other countries.”
Preserve relies on its in-house
employees for new product development, marketing, sales and customer
service. Meanwhile, the company
outsources its toothbrush and other
product production.
“We work with one of the leading
toothbrush manufacturers in the United

which was greatly shut down at the
start of the pandemic. Places like
corporate and university cafeterias
were no longer operating. On the other
hand, we do produce items that are
considered essential, such as toothbrushes and cutlery. That meant we
remained open for business to supply
those items.”
Most of Preserve’s employees started
to work from home as the pandemic
progressed, and a lot of business was
conducted via virtual meetings.
“There were four or five of us who
did go to the office during that time.
It was a safe environment, with
plenty of space to social distance, as
most of our employees were working
from home,” Hudson said. “Our head
of human resources did a great job to
proactively communicate with all of
our employees, making every effort
to allow them to choose the working
environment where they were most
comfortable.
BBM MAGAZINE | January/February 2022
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“We see a bright future for sustainable
products and those companies willing to
make a difference, rather than just
seeking a high financial return.”
~Eric Hudson

“All of our employees continue to play
a crucial role in what we are bringing to
market and the mission of Preserve.”
Part of that mission is placing a high
emphasis on customer service, something that is not taken lightly.
“I don’t feel we have ever neglected
that side of our company, and I hope
we never will. It’s vital that all customers receive a proper response and
are taken care of on a daily basis,” he
said. “Our newest hire, in fact, is
responsible for customer service and
sales onboarding.
“When it comes to customer service,
it’s sometimes necessary to actually
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tell a client we can’t do something,
rather than making a promise that can’t
be kept and then not properly servicing
that person.”
Hudson added that his company has
been successful in reducing its
operating costs since the start of the
pandemic. Investing in e-commerce is
also crucial.
“It’s not news that a lot of people
today are looking to shop from home
and receiving home deliveries. To
better meet that demand, Preserve is
involved with various e-commerce
platforms. We are partnering with
organizations that know how to position

and market our company with ecommerce,” Hudson said. “The main
objective is for current and potential
‘Preservers’ to learn about, try and then
continue to buy our products.”
As for the future, Hudson said there
are different aspects to his company that
could further grow with proper investment from others.
“The problem is, it’s challenging

to make an investment case
involving private equity dollars
after two pan demic years. I
would say that is probably our
biggest challenge,” Hudson said.

Although supply chain disruptions
and labor shortage have been major
concerns for many companies, those
issues, while still felt, have had less of
an impact on Preserve.
“It helps that the products we supply
are made in the United States. A lot of
customers have sought us out because
of our domestically-made products,”
Hudson said. “Certainly, we have
experienced supply chain constraints
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with some of our components, but
those problems are not necessarily
due to delays from overseas. We
have been more challenged by such
issues as paperboard shortages, related to packaging.
“As far as labor is concerned, some of
our manufacturing partners have been
slowed, as a percentage of their
employees have either left for good or
are home due to the pandemic.”
Despite those and other challenges,
Hudson remains optimistic about
Preserve’s future.
“I think the growth of the manual
toothbrush industry will pretty well play
out as expected over the next 20 years.
People will continue to brush their teeth,
and the global population continues to
grow. Of course, the use of electric and
sonic toothbrushes keeps growing,” he
said. “At Preserve, we also see a bright
future for sustainable products and
those companies willing to make a
difference, rather than just seeking a
high financial return. That is especially
true as millennials and members of
younger generations become a larger
part of the population.
“Young people are expecting more
out of the companies operating on this
planet. They are expecting companies to
be more respectful as it relates to our
planet’s future.”
Contact: Preserve,
657 Main St., Waltham, MA 02451.
Phone: 888-354-7296.
Email: info@preserve.eco
Web Site: www.preserve.eco.

Plain Toothbrush

extra-hard. All bristles are end-rounded
but straight-cut.”
The company also offers an extra-hard
bristled tile and grout cleaning “toothbrush” for janitorial-type cleaning.
“We are not a manufacturer. Our toothbrushes are produced by another company
in the United States. We work closely with
the manufacturer to create toothbrushes
that meet our exact specifications,” Richman said. “That includes 47-tuft adult and
24-tuft kids brush heads. Handles are
translucent in various colors, while
bristles are made of nylon.”

Q

uality, old-fashioned, classic
toothbrushes, those with a
traditional flat head, are supplied
with pride by the Plain Toothbrush
Company, a subsidiary of Sound
Feelings Publishing.
“Our toothbrushes are very comparable to the ones common in the 1950s
through 1980s. The handles are
straight, flat and narrow. They fit into
many traditional toothbrush holders,”
Howard B. Richman, owner of Plain
Toothbrush Company, said. “Meanwhile, our bristles are classified as:
extra-soft, soft, medium, hard and
PG 20

Howard B. Richman

The company’s toothbrush handles
comprise of Cellulose Acetate Propionate (CAP), a type of plastic produced
from wood pulp cellulose. According to
Richman, CAP is strong, non-brittle,
shiny and translucent, making it a perfect
material for toothbrush handles.

“We ship our products the same
day. Many people have come to
expect free shipping, but we
cannot afford to do that due to
increasing United States Postal
Service costs. However, if we ever

make a mistake, like shipping the
wrong product, we attempt to correct it
by doubling the order,” Richman said.
He added his company’s toothbrush
brand was recently ranked No. 1, out of
12 competing brands, after an
independent toothbrush wear study
was conducted. Tufts University’s
School of Dental Medicine presented
that finding during the July 2021
International Association for Dental
Research conference.
According to Richman, the research
study titled, “Wear Comparison of
Twelve Manual Toothbrushes,” showed
that the Sound Feelings brand, featuring
a flat-style bristle design, had the least
amount of wear compared to other
participating brands.
“Each toothbrush brand was put
through a mechanical simulator for
approximately two hours, with the
process repeated multiple times. The
Sound Feelings Soft Plain Toothbrush
had the lowest wear rate among the 12
commercial toothbrushes that were
tested,” he said. “We are very proud of
that achievement.”
According to a 1958 patent of the
flat toothbrush design used by
Richman’s company, closely-packed,
same-level bristles support one
another during brushing and help
BBM MAGAZINE | January/February 2022

prevent splaying and curling. Another
benefit to the design is that the flat
handle is easier to control.
“It’s curious that this superior
original design has mostly been
abandoned by the larger toothbrush
manufacturers,” Richman said.
It’s been Richman’s long belief
that as toothbrushes have changed
over the decades, there are groups of
people who feel the more traditional
style of brush better fits their needs.
“In the 1990s, the larger manu-

facturers of toothbrushes started to
develop innovations that seemed
more geared for marketing than
function.
Multi-level
bristles,
rounded handles, and multi-colored
bristles and handles started to
appear,” he said. “I presume their
intention was to find ways to better
attract consumers to brush their
teeth. However, I feel there is
evidence that shows the original
design of straight-cut bristles allows
those bristles to last longer. That is
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because they are tightly-packed,
allowing the same-length bristles to
better support one another during the
act of brushing. That process can
prevent wear.”

“It’s been our long
belief that as
toothbrushes have
changed over the
decades, there are
groups of people
who feel the more
traditional style of
brush better fits
their needs.”

~Howard B. Richman

He added that many people who
preferred the older style of toothbrush
took the new innovations in stride, as
their favorite manual item could still
be purchased at local stores.
“Eventually, however, traditional
toothbrushes started to disappear. It
seems that the trend now involves a
complete phase-out of the basic
toothbrush. Our business is attempting to buck that trend,” Richman
said. “Our parent company, Sound
Feelings Publishing, has been in
business since 1984. My personal
interest in finding a classic toothbrush to use was what prompted me
to form Plain Toothbrush Company
in 2015. I could no longer go down
to my local drug store and get that
type of product. I looked online and
did a bit of research and found some
suppliers, but you had to purchase a
quantity of 144. It then occurred to
me that there might be other people
who were wistful about the ‘good
old days.’
Continued on page 47
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THE THOMAS MONAHAN COMPANY:

100 YEARS
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE AFTER

OF INDUSTRY SERVICE, COMMITMENT & EXPANSION
By Harrell Kerkhoff | Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

elebrating its 100th anniversary in 2022, The
Thomas Monahan Company has successfully risen
above a century of challenges, while making the most
of opportunities, to remain a viable entity within the various
industries it serves. Throughout it all, five generations of the
Monahan family, dating to the 1860s, have made an impact —
not only in the broom, brush and mop business, but in the
Arcola, IL, community as a whole, one that remains the
home base for the company and family.

C

“No. 1, (the 100-year anniversary)
shows we have had very good
employees over the years, and
have worked well as a team.”
~ Tim Monahan

Today, The Thomas Monahan Company is the parent
organization of several divisions — Brush Fibers, Inc., a
provider of natural fibers, animal hairs and blocks to the
brush and other industries; Monahan Filaments, which
produces and sells synthetic filaments to many of the same
industries and others; and PelRay International Co., a
supplier of various broom and mop components along with
additional product lines. Brush Fibers and Monahan
Filaments are based in Arcola, while PelRay is located in
San Antonio, TX.
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Another business, Whitley Monahan Handle Co., is
located in Midland, NC, and produces wood handles.
Meanwhile, formerly a division of the family business,
Monahan Partners, of Arcola, is now a separate company
that was formed in 2010. It’s an OEM supplier of cleaning
tools and parts to the janitorial supply industry.
Brothers Thomas III (known as Tim), Patrick (Pat) and
James (Jim) Monahan — grandsons of the company’s
founder, Thomas Monahan — represent the third generation
to be involved with the family business. (A fourth brother,
Joseph Monahan, is retired after a long career in the banking
industry at the Arcola First Bank). Their father, Thomas
Monahan II, was also instrumental for many decades as an
owner and leader in The Thomas Monahan Company.
Today, Tim, Pat and Jim Monahan remain active in the
industry. Tim serves as an officer at The Thomas Monahan
Company; Pat operates Monahan Partners with his son,
Kevin Monahan; and Jim is sales manager at Whitley
Monahan Handle Co.
Other family members now leading the company include
Tim’s sons Chris Monahan (Brush Fibers and PelRay),
Jon Monahan and Matt Monahan (Monahan Filaments).
Tim, Pat and Jim shared their thoughts on The Thomas
Monahan Company’s achievement of a century in business,
and what it took to get to the 100-year mark.
“No. 1, it shows we have had very good employees over
the years, and have worked well as a team,” Tim Monahan
said. “That has allowed us to develop close relationships
with customers, making business enjoyable.
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Pictured, left to right, are Tim, Joe, Jim and Pat Monahan, along with friend Dee Lindenmeyer,
holding brooms that were entered during a 1950 big broom contest, sponsored by The Thomas Monahan Company.

“I have also enjoyed working with my brothers, sons and
other family members. It’s unusual to have a family stick
together in a business for that long. It’s about being honest
with each other and being good friends.”
Pat Monahan added: “It’s a major accomplishment, and
we can’t forget to thank our grandfather and father for
getting the business started, making it strong and passing
it on to the next generation. They both stressed the
importance of knowing and valuing customers, vendors
and employees. You have to be honest with members of
those three groups at all times, communicate well and also
be honest with yourself.”
Jim Monahan noted the flexibility of The Thomas
Monahan Company over the years, allowing it to survive
and thrive for 10 decades.
“It’s important to change as the markets and industries
your company is servicing change. That takes teamwork and
great employees,” Jim Monahan said. “The end goal is to
always do your best to keep customers happy, while
supplying them with great products.”
BBM MAGAZINE | January/February 2022

BROOM CORN CAPITAL OF THE WORLD

type of sorghum, broom corn has long been grown
in different parts of the world to make natural fiber
brooms. By the 1860s, farmers around Arcola —
located in East Central Illinois, a region known for is flat
and fertile fields — started growing broom corn as a cash
crop, characterized by its strong, durable fiber that is perfect
for sweeping. Eventually, the area around Arcola became
known as the “Broom Corn Capital Of The World,” with its
history still commemorated each year at the Arcola Broom
Corn Festival, one of the largest festivals in Illinois.
After traveling the East Coast for a few years, Patrick
Henry Monahan, an immigrant from Loughrea, Ireland,
settled in Arcola and set up shop in 1867 as a broom corn
broker. There were two main aspects to the job. First, each
broom corn crop had to be properly evaluated, and then the
broker had to recommend to individual broom manufacturers which crops were worth purchasing and would
meet specific needs.

A

Continued on page 36
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The Thomas Monahan Company
is celebrating 100 years of supplying
the broom, brush and mop industry.
We thank all off our valued customers,
friends and trusted supplier partners that
have made the last 100 years possible and we're looking forward to 100 more!
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Paintbrush Companies Staying Busy
As Pandemic Enters Its Third Year
Executives Say The Pandemic
Will Have A Lasting Impact
On The Fabric Of Everyday Life

By Rick Mullen | Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor

Broom, Brush & Mop recently spoke with executives from two paintbrush
manufacturing companies, who shared how their respective businesses are
continuing to prosper as the COVID-19 crisis is entering its third year.

F

The executives reported challenges are ongoing as COVID variants have continued
to explode on the scene. Supply chain issues are also making business more
difficult. Meanwhile, they pondered how the pandemic will change the future
fabric of everyday life, both for their companies and the general public.

amily owned and operated
Corona Brushes, Inc., of
Tampa, FL, manufactures highend professional quality paintbrushes
and rollers, as well as home/
maintenance, industrial, and promotional
brushes. Corona also produces paint
roller kits and trays, extension poles and
accessories, marine products, and more.
Despite the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic and the emergence of
variants, especially Omicron, Corona
has been busy since mid-2020.
“Business is quite strong,” said
Michael Waksman, marketing. “It
has been a very challenging time, but
we keep expanding our workforce
and training new employees.
“Corona has also used this time to
develop new efficiencies in production,
while maintaining our high quality
standards. We continue to handcraft our
painting tools to ensure the Corona level
of quality on which painters depend.”
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To keep employees safe and healthy
in its manufacturing plant, Corona
ramped up its efforts to properly
maintain workstations and keep offices
clean and disinfected. The wearing of
masks and social distancing were also
implemented as safety precautions.
“As far as safety measures, we still
have protocols in effect,” Waksman said.
Selling to retailers is Corona’s primary
customer base. As the pandemic
progressed, business at retail paint stores
began to bounce back.
“Our customers seem to take what
they learned last year and have
gotten even better with their
adaptations,” Waksman said. “The
dealers are open for business and
they want product. To our knowledge, supply chain issues are being
seen everywhere and everyone is
doing the best they can to keep up
with demand. We haven’t seen the
Omicron Variant slow demand, but

possibly it is too early to see what
type of impact this wave will have.”
Corona is known for conducting a lot
of in-house and field testing of products
before they are introduced into the
marketplace. These efforts include

Michael Waksman
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seeking feedback from dealers and icate with customers, vendors and cases — they are just another
professional painters, which has been employees, many of whom were communication tool.”
difficult during the pandemic.
working from home.
In this time of supply chain issues
Waksman said COVID hasn’t had a
Now, such communication avenues, and the uncertainty of how COVID
negative impact on Corona’s work of in many ways, are viewed as just part variants might come into play in the
developing and testing new ideas and of the normal way of doing business near future, Corona’s primary focus is,
products. However, the pandemic has in the COVID universe.
“Shipping orders while maintaining
impacted face-to-face interactions,
the level of quality in our tools
“We still see communication
sales calls, the ability to impart inthat painters have come to
store product knowledge, expos, technologies being used, but I expect,” Waksman said. “Our
painters’ breakfasts, etc., efforts that don't think they are viewed as main markets are in the United
have traditionally put the company the only available option in most States and Canada, although we
in contact with dealers and endalso export overseas. We remain
cases — they are just another
users. These challenges are ongoing.
interested in expanding and purcommunication tool.”
“When we see a wave of cases, it
suing new markets, but our focus
is time to look for ways to cut down
right now is taking care of
~ Michael Waksman
on in-person activities,” Waksman
existing customers.
said. “When the number of cases drop,
“I’m really not seeing any more
“As far as raw materials are conwe will get back out there.”
electronic communication than last cerned, Corona has good sources and
As the pandemic progressed through- year. Travel is more open now, and seeks the best quality. Availability of
out 2020 and 2021, online and other with the introduction of vaccines and the highest quality material has been a
electronic ways of communicating came boosters, etc, people are feeling more challenge for years. However, we are
to the fore. Companies interacted by comfortable about face-to-face inter- satisfied we are obtaining the best
email and texting more than ever before. actions,” Waksman said. “We still see bristle available. The problem right
A new phenomenon for many communication technologies being now is not just limited to Chinese
companies was the use of Zoom and used, but I don't think they are viewed bristles. There are other serious
other similar platforms to commun- as the only available option in most delays in the supply chain.
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“Availability of the highest quality
material has been a challenge for years.
However, we are satisfied we are
obtaining the best bristle available. The
problem right now is not just limited to
Chinese bristles. There are other serious
delays in the supply chain.”
~ Michael Waksman

“There probably aren’t many of us in the paintbrush and other
industries who ever expected to be dealing with a pandemic, and
for it to go on and on.
“I think the paintbrush industry has done a good job of handling
the pandemic crisis. Hopefully, we will learn as much as we can
about ourselves, what we are capable of dealing with, etc., both on
a personal and professional level.
“Protocols that may have seemed daunting at one point, now aren’t
that big of a deal. You adapt and you move forward. That said, the
prospect of a post-pandemic world is still a very happy thought.”
The story of Corona Brush’s journey to become a major U.S.
paintbrush manufacturer is both compelling and inspirational.
The company was founded by the Waksman family. The family’s journey
to eventually locating in Tampa dates back to just after World War I.
In post-World War I Russia, Jude Waksman learned the trade of
processing hog bristle for paintbrush manufacturing. Seeking a better
life for his family, he fled Russia after the Bolsheviks seized power.
At that time, U.S. immigration quotas were such that he could not
settle in this country.

“Protocols that may have seemed daunting
at one point, now aren’t that big of a
deal. You adapt and you move forward.”
~ Michael Waksman

As a result, Jude Waksman, along with his wife and daughter, made
their way to Havana, Cuba, where another daughter and two sons
were born. As World War II disrupted the supply of China and Russia
bristle to U.S. paintbrush manufacturers, he built a processing
facility to supply the United States with bristle from Cuban hogs.
That plant eventually became Corona Brushes. With help from sons,
Gregory and David, the company grew into a major supplier of
brushes and rollers in the Caribbean.
Political events would, again, cause the Waksmans to seek a new
home after dictator Fidel Castro came to power in Cuba in 1959. Two
years later, the family came to the United States, where another
Corona plant was built from the ground up.
Under the leadership of Jude, David, and Gregory Waksman, the
company established a reputation for making quality painting tools.
Current owners, Benjamin and Albert Waksman, are Gregory
Waksman’s sons. Michael Waksman is Benjamin Waksman’s son.
Contact: Corona Brushes Inc.,
5065 Savarese Circle, Tampa, FL 33634.
Phone: 800-458-3483.
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stablished in 1851, The
Wooster Brush Company, of
Wooster, OH, is one of the
oldest manufacturers of paint
applicators in the United States. The
company produces more than 2,000
products for painters of all skill levels.
Wooster Brush has more than
888,000 square feet of manufacturing,
shipping, administrative, and warehousing facilities, as well as in-house
engineering, production, graphic design and printing departments.
“We have broken ground on a
608,400-square-foot facility in Wooster that will serve as a warehouse/
distribution and manufacturing location,” Senior Vice President of Sales
and Marketing Scott Rutledge said.
As the country and much of the world
remains in the throes of COVID-19,
particularly the Omicron Variant,
Rutledge said, “The pandemic has changed the lifestyles of our entire population.
As a result, many households have
‘moved up’ their home improvement
projects that may have been on a longerterm timeline, as they are now staying
closer to home. That development has
positively impacted our industry.”
As the pandemic continues, Wooster
Brush has protocols in place to protect
its customers and employees.
“We follow CDC (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention) guidelines, and
OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health
Administration) COVID-19 ETS (Emergency Temporary Standard) require-
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“We have broken ground on a
608,400-square-foot facility in Wooster
that will serve as a warehouse/distribution
and manufacturing location.”
~ Scott Rutledge

ments as they continue to change with
each passing month.” Rutledge said.
Wooster Brush’s founder, Adam Foss,
traveled from Pennsylvania to Ohio and
began producing handmade bristle
paintbrushes in a small, two-story
building in Wooster. He sold the brushes
door-to-door throughout the state.

Scott Rutledge

In 1909, a new factory was built. The
site is still the location of Wooster
Brush’s headquarters.
Known as an innovative company,
Wooster Brush has established the

following milestones in the industry,
according the company:
n Invention of popular paintbrush
styles such as the angle sash and the
Shasta®;
n Development of the “Foss-set”
process to cement bristle into
paintbrushes;
n First to use nylon filaments to
create brushes that performed in latex
paints;
n Creation of the Exploded-Tip®
process to make soft flags on filament
ends; and,
n First to introduce synthetic
fabrics for roller covers, now an
industry standard.
New products recently introduced
into the marketplace include ClosedEnd Jumbo-Koter® Minirollers, Wide
Boy™ Bucket Rigid Liner and the
Pelican® Paint Pail Lid. For more
information about those and other
products, visit woosterbrush.com.
In addition, the company continues
to market its recently redesigned
logo and product packing with the
theme “Same Great Product, Bold
New Look.”
Another casualty of the pandemic in
recent months has been the disruption
of the global supply chain.
“The pandemic has disrupted nearly
every aspect of the global supply chain
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— that’s the usually invisible pathway
of manufacturing, transportation and
logistics that gets goods from where
they are manufactured, mined or
grown to where they are going. At the
end of the chain is another company or
a consumer who has paid for the
finished product. Scarcity has caused
the prices of many things to go higher,”
according to nytimes.com.
In the case of supply chain
disruptions involving the raw materials Wooster Brush sources, Rutledge
said, “Raw materials con tinue to
escalate in cost, however, the greater
challenge is maintaining a steady flow
to support our manufacturing requirements. To date, we have been able to
find creative solutions to maintain raw
material receipts and our suppliers

“The pandemic has changed the lifestyles
of our entire population. As a result,
many households have ‘moved up’ their home
improvement projects that may have been on a
longer-term timeline, as they are now staying
closer to home. That development has
positively impacted our industry.”
~ Scott Rutledge

“Our customer service department
has always been a ‘live’ in-house group
of people who answer every phone call
and work diligently to meet our
customers’ requests and demands on a
daily basis,” Rutledge said. “That will
never change, as we feel it enables us
to react quicker to solve any issues or
answer any questions.”

“The equipment we build and utilize also
requires skilled labor, not only to operate
that equipment, but also to integrate hands-on
expertise to incorporate raw materials. Labor is
in short supply across the country, and we are
experiencing this same challenge, as many
companies are today.”
~ Scott Rutledge

have been very supportive in assisting
us in meeting our requirements.”
In addition to its reputation as an
innovative company, Wooster Brush’s
commitment to the best in customer
service is another way the company
differentiates itself in the marketplace,
especially during these difficult times.
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While it has been an ongoing issue for
many companies in recent years, finding
good, quality employees has been even
more difficult during the pandemic.
Automation is often discussed as a way
to offset labor shortages. At Wooster
Brush the emphasis is on craftsmanship,
rather than machinery.

“Our products required a skilled
workforce to maintain the quality that
we build into every tool,” Rutledge
said. “The equipment we build and
utilize also requires skilled labor, not
only to operate that equipment, but also
to integrate hands-on expertise to
incorporate raw materials. Labor is in
short supply across the country, and we
are experiencing this same challenge,
as many companies are today.”
In discussing the future, Rutledge
said, “It is impossible to predict, as it is
impacted by the pandemic, and the
timeline to establish a new ‘norm,’ by
which people will live their lives.
“However, as it has over the past
171 years, Wooster Brush will
continue to work to find solutions to
maintain the availability of its
products for everyone”
Contact:
The Wooster Brush Company,
604 Madison Avenue,
P.O. Box 6010,
Wooster, Ohio 44691-6010.
Phone: 800-392-7246.
Website: www.woosterbrush.com.
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Farmers heading to market, via horse and wagon, was a familiar sight in downtown Arocla, IL,
during the area’s early years of broom corn production.

The Thomas Monahan Company continued from page 25

“It was a real art, being able to judge a field and then match
what the customer would like, often involving various fiber
sizes. No two broom corn fields are exactly alike,” Tim
Monahan said. “Brokers earned their reputations, in part, for
accurately matching crops with broom makers.”
In 1871, Patrick Monahan turned his brokerage firm over to a
cousin, Thomas Lyons, and by 1875 the firm became known as
The Thomas Lyons Company. Patrick and his wife, Hannah,
had a son, the first Thomas Monahan, who followed in his
father’s footsteps and went to work for the Lyons Company.
Thomas Monahan purchased the business in 1922 and
renamed it The Thomas Monahan Company. At that time,
nearly 14,000 tons of broom corn were raised each year
within a 10-mile radius of Arcola. Thomas Monahan was
well known around town for his dedication to the broom
corn brokerage firm, and was respected for his community
service. He served as mayor of Arcola for a number of years,
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was a community leader and was instrumental in
community projects and events during the 1920s and 1930s.
Thomas and his wife, Lillian, had two children, a
daughter, Mary Monahan, and a son, Thomas Monahan
II, who would graduate from the University of Notre Dame
in 1931 and played football for the legendary Fighting Irish
coach, Knute Rockne. (All four of Thomas II sons — Tim,
Pat, Joe and Jim — also graduated from Notre Dame, as
have many members of the fourth generation).
After a short time working in Chicago, Thomas Monahan
II joined the family business, where he helped establish The
Thomas Monahan Company’s presence in other broom corn
growing areas of the country. That included Kennedy,
Beeville and Hondo, TX; Lindsay, OK; Walsh, CO; and San
Jon, NM. He also began diversifying the company, such as
brokering items for broom manufacturers other than broom
corn, including wire, twine, bands and handles.
Thomas Monahan II married Mary Cunningham in 1937
and became president of the family business in 1939. By the
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time his father, the first Thomas Monahan,
were often made. As youngsters, my brothers
died in 1945, Thomas II and Mary had three
and I got to know a lot of people in the
boys, Tim, Pat and Joe, later to be joined by
industry,” Pat Monahan said. “We had a spare
another son, Jim.
bedroom at home that was frequented by
Over the years, Thomas Monahan II, with
customers staying the night. I remember one
the help of his sister, Mary Monahan, and a
customer, in particular, who often traveled with
hard-working staff, built on the reputation
his brother. The brother was a magician, and
of the company and established a strong
would teach us kids card tricks, which we still
financial foundation.
show off today. There are a lot of great
“I remember Aunt Mary, among her
memories that involved our father, the
other talents, working with our father, as
company and those customers.”
a very good typist. My mom, meanwhile,
Older brothers Tim and Pat Monahan
also came into the office. She was very
also have some memories of their grandoutgoing and would often visit with
father, company founder Thomas Monacustomers,” Pat Monahan said. “Before
han, although they were quite young
the advent of modern technology, there
when he died.
were a lot of visitors.”
“Photos from my childhood picture me
Thomas Monahan II also made sure his sons
sitting on his lap, and I have heard countless
were involved in the business from an early age.
stories about him, including those of his tenure
“In late grade school and high school, we
as mayor of Arcola,” Tim Monahan said. “Like
Thomas Monahan II
worked in the warehouses during the
my father after him, my grandfather was very
summer. That included unloading broom
active in the community.
corn,” Jim Monahan said. “In high school, my brothers and
“As for my father, he (Thomas Monahan II) was very
I were also sent to broom corn fields in Colorado, Oklahoma congenial with customers and people in general. When I
and south Texas. We grew up around broom corn. Our father began working at The Thomas Monahan Company in the
built great relationships with the many broom manufacturers early 1960s, he pretty much turned me loose and left me
that were operating in the United States. Back then, you alone, as I started my career in the broom corn business. I
really got to know your customers and their families. He think that philosophy has helped our company succeed over
taught us how to work closely with customers and find out the years, allowing employees to set their own course.”
what they needed. My father also taught us to treat
Thomas Monahan II saw many changes in the broom corn
employees like family.
industry during his long tenure. When it started in 1922, most
“I was able to later work with my father for nine years as broom corn purchased by The Thomas Monahan Company was
an adult, and enjoyed that very much. I was very fortunate grown in nearby Arcola fields. As time progressed, the broom
to learn a lot from him.”
corn growing region moved south and west, to such states as
Growing up in the Monahan household in Arcola, Pat Oklahoma, Colorado and Texas.
Monahan also has many fond memories, such as getting to
Eventually, Mexico became the primary international
know his father’s customers — many of whom were often grower of broom corn, which still holds true today. With a
overnight visitors.
longer growing season south of the border, leading to two
“Our father loved to entertain. Customers would visit Arcola, yearly crops, as well as plentiful labor, the favorable
look at the area broom corn crops and what was available in our economics of growing broom corn has kept the crop in
warehouse. That is how decisions on what material they wanted Mexico for over 50 years.
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for the broom — sorted by grade, length, and
color, and available in smaller, more manageable
“I think one of the key reasons for our company’s
bales. This ‘processed broom corn’ changed the
success is we have been flexible and good at
basic concept of the broom corn dealer,
diagnosing what our customers need.”
lessening the demand for him to judge a crop in
the field,” Tim Monahan said. “Broom corn was
~ Jim Monahan
now processed for best use. If a manufacturer,
for example, wanted 22-inch hurl (fiber used for
the outside of the broom), he could buy that fiber
“As a company, we had to be flexible. By the 1950s and already processed. The dealer’s function changed primarily to
1960s, the broom corn market was changing and our financing different lengths, allowing farmers and processors to
company had to change as well. Gone were the days of better turn crops into cash.”
broom corn being grown around Arcola as a cash crop,” Jim
Another advantage of processed broom corn was that
Monahan said. “I think one of the key reasons for our manufacturers could make brooms in as many different
company’s success is we have been flexible and good at sizes as they wanted, because the appropriate material was
diagnosing what our customers need. Our focus has always readily available.
been to help our customers prosper in their own businesses.”
“In the past, if manufacturers bought a broom corn crop
for the production of whisk brooms, for example, they
had to cut a lot of fiber to make those brooms. The
BROTHERS MAKE THEIR MARKS
manufacturer might make money on the whisk brooms,
IN THE BUSINESS, INDUSTRY
but lose money getting rid of the odds and ends of the
crop,” Tim Monahan said. “When processed broom corn
im Monahan was the first of three Monahan brothers from came along, the manufacturer could sell twice as many
the third generation to come back to the family business whisk brooms and not worry about the waste. The
on a full-time basis. After graduating in 1961 from Notre manufacturer just bought 12-inch hurl, and the dealer
Dame, where he played football, Tim joined his father at The tried to find a buyer for the other lengths.”
Thomas Monahan Company, while also earning an MBA
He added: “It became my job in the 1960s to take care of
degree from the University of Chicago.
the processing side of broom corn, while my father took care
As he began with the company in the early 1960s, Tim of the raw corn. At the start of the 1970s, 80 percent of the
Monahan became instrumental in pioneering a new process market had switched to processed corn. By 1975, that
involving broom corn distribution.
increased to 90 percent.”
“We started experimenting with better ways to serve the
Tim Monahan also invented and patented a plastic broom
broom manufacturer. Our efforts culminated, in 1963, with the insert, allowing a broom to be wound on the insert and
introduction of ‘RediCorn.’ It involved broom corn sold ‘ready’ shipped without a handle.

T

Brothers Jim, Tim, Pat & Joe Monahan
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“The broom corn market has really changed. When I started,
(The Thomas Monahan Company) had 400 broom corn
accounts. By the mid-to-late 1980s, that was down to 200
accounts, and has steadily decreased,” Tim Monahan said.
“Consolidations have been the driving factor in the broom
marketplace. The passage of the North American Free Trade
Agreement, which went into effect in January 1994, also caused
the domestic broom industry to shrink, as more of the market
turned to inexpensive brooms produced in Mexico.”
Although his personal involvement in the broom corn
industry has decreased, Tim Monahan has many great
memories. That includes helping establish broom corn
growing regions in such places as Hungary and Ethiopia.
Tim and his immediate family also lived, for a short time, in
Walsh, CO, helping to establish a broom corn processing
facility in the eastern part of the state.
“I’ve been to 99 countries. Some on those places were visited
on my own time, but I also went to many countries on business,”
Tim Monahan said. “That includes traveling throughout Central
America looking for good wood sources, and going all through
Europe seeking places to grow broom corn.”
He also remembers talking to farmers who grew broom
corn decades ago in the fertile fields surrounding Arcola.
“They would tell me, ‘I grew broom corn as a cash crop to
pay the mortage during The Great Depression. There was a
lot of labor involved, but it did pay in cash,’” Tim Monahan
said. “There are probably still some people in our area who
remember their grandfathers raising broom corn.”
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Along with is role as advisor for The Thomas Monahan
Company, Tim Monahan is involved today with another
company division, Paris Machine, which at one time
produced broom winders and other equipment. The division
is now involved in real estate.
In 1970, Jim Monahan became the second son of
Thomas Monahan II to join the company, after
graduating from Notre Dame, where he played basketball for the Fighting Irish, being named captain and
MVP. After completion of graduate school, Jim took
over responsibility for The Thomas Monahan Company’s growing handle business.
“We had earlier been brokering handles under The
Thomas Monahan Company name, buying and reselling
them from domestic suppliers. In the early 1970s, when
certain imports of raw materials became available, that put
us in a new ball game,” Jim Monahan said. “We could go
overseas and buy material, rather than having to process it
domestically. Dowels came in already processed. That made
it advantageous for us to start Handles, Inc., as a division of
The Thomas Monahan Company.
“Working with wood is very similar to working with
broom corn. It’s a natural product that grows every year.
With broom corn, you are sometimes at the mercy of Mother
Nature, such as the amount of rain that a specific growing
area receives. With wood, as a handle supplier, you are
viewed as a ‘low-end user,’ and at the mercy of the overall
wood market, which includes housing.
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Tim, Pat, Joe and Jim Monahan were honored by being named grand marshals of the 2008 Arcola Broom Corn Festival.

“It became a complex business, much like broom corn.
For example, a species of hardwood known as ramin, grown
in Malaysia and Indonesia, was the wood of choice for the
handle industry, until environmental concerns shut down the
ramin supply. Alternative woods had to be found.”
In 1985, Handles, Inc., began pursuing new technologies
that made metal handles a feasible product. Demand for
metal handles within the cleaning industry struggled for a
few years. However, as wood became harder to purchase in
the 1980s and 1990s, several customers of Handles, Inc.,
were willing to make the change to metal.
“Once some customers switched to metal, they didn’t go
back,” Jim Monahan said. “Metal handles are consistent,
produced to an acceptable tolerance and independent of weather
fluctuations. They became the standard for the household
market. At Handles Inc., we started investing in metal handle
making equipment — eventually running four lines and
becoming the largest producer in the United States.”
The Thomas Monahan Company sold its metal handle
production to an Italian firm in 2010. Prior to that, in 2008,
a partnership was formed with the Whitley Manufacturing
Company, in Midland, NC, to produce wood handles. The
business was renamed Whitley Monahan Handle Co.
“Our wood handle equipment and sales in Arcola were moved
to North Carolina, taking advantage of Whitley’s modern
factory located nearer domestic wood supplies,” Jim Monahan
said. “There is a lot of raw material in the Carolinas, Alabama
and Georgia. They (the Whitley family) had a very efficient
operation set up for the manufacture of wood handles. The
merger has worked out very well.
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“President of the Whitley Monahan Handle Co., is Patrick
Peebles, son-in-law of Whitley founder, Bunk Whitley. The
merger made Whitley Monahan Handle Co., the largest domestic
supplier of wood handles to the broom, mop and brush industry.”
Pat Monahan, the second oldest brother and third to join
The Thomas Monahan Company full time, started working
in the broom and mop industry after his father’s death in
1979. He left a successful computer software and data center
business to join the family company. Pat also received his
MBA from the University of Chicago.
“My perspective, at the time, was that the computer industry
was becoming extremely competitive, and when I started in the
broom, brush and mop industry, it was not nearly as competitive
as it is now,” Pat Monahan said. “I have always had great respect
for our customers who face retailers on a daily basis. The retail
market is every bit as competitive as the computer business was
when I was involved.”
As he started working with his brothers, Pat Monahan
began concentrating on mops and mop hardware.
“Many years ago, just as we sold broom corn, The Thomas
Monahan Company also sold other broom supplies such as
wire and twine — all the things customers needed to finish a
broom. That philosophy took us into the mop industry as well.
We started providing wet mop and dust mop hardware, dust
mop heads, fiberglass handles and such accessories as lobby
dust pans,” Pat Monahan said. “In 1987, the first nonwoven
mops were introduced in the United States. At the time, many
of our customers didn’t have a competitive product in that area
of business and they turned to us for help. Subsequently, we
patented our first nonwoven product. Vining introduced it as
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the New Wave mop. That also got us involved with rotary die
cutting and nonwoven technology.”
Another area that Pat Monahan was involved in concerned
the attaching of mop hardware to metal handles.
“We started bringing in containers of mop hardware from
China in 1987. It involved proven sources of quality products, at
competitive prices. That part of our business continued to grow,
allowing us to be well ahead of the rush to do business in
China,” he said. “Due to our manufacturing experience with
metal handles, especially being the first manufacturer of 54- and
60-inch sizes, we were able to take our mop hardware pieces
and attach them to such handles.
“A lot of customers could drill holes in wood handles and
attach mop hardware, but they didn’t want to invest in
technology to punch holes in metal handles. Our capabilities
in that area brought us a lot of new business. We also didn’t
hesitate to use fiberglass handles, providing a third
alternative to wood and metal. We were fortunate to find a
terrific domestic manufacturer of fiberglass tubes to help us
supply those handles.”
High-speed riveting machines also made it more
economical for The Thomas Monahan Company to attach
mop hardware to metal, wood and fiberglass handles.
“It was hard for many customers who didn’t do a lot of
work with metal handles, for example, to afford riveting
machines,” Pat Monahan said. “As a company, we found the
most success when we could help customers improve their
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own efficiencies, through the different services and products
The Thomas Monahan Company offered.”
Over the years, Pat Monahan has been awarded several
patents related to the mop industry. In 2010, The Thomas
Monahan Company’s mop division was spun off into a separate
business known as Monahan Partners, and is owned by Pat
Monahan and his family. His son, Kevin Monahan, is president.
All four Monahan brothers — Tim, Pat, Joe and Jim — have
also been very active in the Arcola community, serving on
numerous boards/committees, as well as helping with the
formation of the Arcola Foundation. Their support has
benefited the local school system, city of Arcola, the fire
protection district and other civic and community
organizations. In fact, the four were honored by being named
grand marshals of the 2008 Arcola Broom Corn Festival.

FURTHER EXPANSION TAKES PLACE

ver the years, new divisions within The Thomas
Monahan Company’s umbrella were added,
including Brush Fibers and Monahan Filaments,
both headquartered in Arcola.
Established in 1979, Brush Fibers is a supplier of brush
filling material that arrives from all over the world. Chris
Monahan is the president of Brush Fibers. It offers customers a
comprehensive line, including such vegetable fibers as
tampico, palmyra fiber and stalks, bassine, sherbro piassava,

O
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“We have competition in all phases of
our operation, but I think competition is
good. It makes sure you don’t take
customers for granted.”
~ Jim Monahan
coco and arenga fiber. Also offered are hog hair, horse hair,
mixtures, staple wire, foam and solid plastic brush blocks.
Brush Fibers’ Arcola warehouse is supported by warehousing
facilities in New Jersey and Montreal, Canada.
“As we started working more with handles, our customer base
grew with brush manufacturers. That brought on a greater need
to provide different natural fibers,” Tim Monahan said. “We
formed a partnership with Ian Moss, an expert in the field, who
continues to manage Brush Fibers’ bristle department.”
In 2019, Brush Fibers acquired PelRay International, a
company with a history that dates over 100 years. PelRay
continues to operate from its existing location in San Antonio,
as a division of Brush Fibers. PelRay president is Bart Pelton.
Natural fibers that have long been supplied by PelRay
International include broom corn, yucca fiber (also known as
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bear grass), African broom grass, tampico and palmyra fiber.
Other items include wood and metal handles, agricultural
stakes, angle brooms, corn brooms and deck mops.
Monahan Filaments was founded in 2007 with the
acquisition of Specialty Filaments. The division of The
Thomas Monahan Company soon consolidated operations
into a facility in Arcola, and is overseen by Matt Monahan
and Jon Monahan.
Products include synthetic filaments made in a wide range of
diameters for the brush and monofilament industries, such as
nylon, polyester, polyethylene, polystyrene and polypropylene.
Applications involve the industrial, construction, automotive,
personal care, paint, cosmetic and janitorial markets.
As “sister” divisions of The Thomas Monahan Company
that are both located in Arcola, Brush Fibers and Monahan
Filaments are often able to ship items together to save
customers on freight costs.

LOOKING AHEAD WITH
GREAT ANTICIPATION

s The Thomas Monahan Company enters its second
century of operation, Tim, Jim and Pat Monahan remain
active in the industry and optimistic about the company’s
future, even as markets change and customer needs shift.

A
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“We have customers in Canada, Mexico
and all across the United States, from the
“Without a customer, you really don’t have much.
East to West Coast. We also have
competition in all phases of our operation,
All the principals of our family businesses, both in
but I think competition is good. It makes sure
the past and today, have always been actively
you don’t take customers for granted. You
involved in courting and working with customers,
want to continue to improve, as it’s a very
competitive world — both domestically and
trying to anticipate their needs.”
internationally,” Jim Monahan said. “It’s
also important to recognize the consolidation
~ Pat Monahan
that has taken place over the years. Many
family-owned companies that manufactured
brooms and other products have been
purchased by larger businesses. That’s why it’s imperative and today, have always been actively involved in courting
to always look for new markets and provide a growing list and working with customers, trying to anticipate their
needs,” Pat Monahan said. “We have also been fortunate,
of products and services.”
over the years, to employ great customer service
Tim Monahan agreed, adding, “A lot of innovation has taken
representatives.
place within our natural fiber and synthetic filament business.
“Open communication and honesty are the two main
That includes material for toothbrush production, the concrete aspects of good customer service. I’m basically an
optimistic person, and I believe all of our family of
industry and even escalators.”
Pat Monahan added that customer service has always been companies have bright futures.”
The three Monahan brothers also addressed the myriad of
a hallmark at The Thomas Monahan Company and its
challenges
that are, or could soon, take place in the business
different division, as well as at Monahan Partners.
“Without a customer, you really don’t have much. All world. One of the main challenges today is working through
the principals of our family businesses, both in the past the global COVID pandemic.
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“In many respects, I feel the
pandemic has put a damper on
product development for all types
of companies. I think it’s harder to
innovate when so many people
are working from home. Another
major issue today is the stress
being felt within the global supply
chain,” Jim Monahan said. “For
years, just-in-time inventory was
a major request from a lot of
customers. They wanted to reduce
their own inventories, which met
suppliers had to get orders to them
just-in-time. That is now often
harder due to the pandemic and
global supply disruptions.
“There are a lot of factors
involved, when it comes to
importing, domestic production,
supply chain — these are very
challenging times. However, I
feel The Thomas Monahan
Company, and its divisions, are
Members of the younger Monahan generation currently involved in the brush, mop and broom industry
up to the challenge. It helps to
are, left to right, Jon Monahan, Kevin Monahan, Matt Monahan and Chris Monahan.
properly communicate with
“The biggest challenge for many businesses is finding talent
customers and suppliers. I continue to see brooms, brushes
to
keep going, especially for 100 years. We were fortunate in
and mops in big box stores, despite the pandemic and
that
my parents had 31 grandchildren to draw talent from,” Pat
supply chain issues. That is a credit to everyone in our
Monahan said, with a laugh. “All of our companies have
industry. Products are still getting made and delivered.”
benefited from great employees. Arcola,
and surrounding area, is a wonderful
to find talented and dedicated
“We have been fortunate, over the years, to hire some place
people.”
really loyal people. They have become part of our family.
Tim Monahan agreed, adding the list
of
individuals who dedicated a large
We have lasted a long time because of our employees,
part of their working lives to The
and the great service they have provided customers.
Thomas Monahan Company, and its
Their attitude has always been, ‘Whatever the customers divisions, is extensive.
“We have been fortunate, over the
want, we will deliver that to them,’ while embracing the
years,
to hire some really loyal
importance of new markets and technology.”
people. They have become part of our
family,” he said. “We have lasted a
~ Tim Monahan
long time because of our employees,
and the great service they have
provided customers. Their attitude
Jim Monahan added that the pandemic has brought has always been, ‘Whatever the customers want, we will
greater attention to the value of domestic manufacturing and deliver that to them,’ while embracing the importance of
supply. It has also placed a greater focus on cleanliness and new markets and technology.”
properly maintaining buildings and homes — all of which is
Contact: The Thomas Monahan Company,
good for the future health of brush, mop and broom
202 N. Oak St., Arcola, IL 61910.
production, as well as driving innovation and new product
Phone: 217-268-4955.
development in those areas.
Email: sales@thomasmonahan.com.
Pat Monahan added another issue facing businesses of all
Website: www.thomasmonahancompany.com.
types involves low unemployment rates.
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Toothbrush continued from page 22

“I gave it a go and bought the 144 traditional toothbrushes
and created a test sales page on Amazon. At that time, my
toothbrushes only came with soft bristles. I was really
excited when people started ordering, and realized there was
a hidden market. I then conducted more research that led to
finding our current toothbrush manufacturer.”

“The current bristling and
imprinting aspects of our
toothbrushes could not be
achieved without advanced
automation.”
~Howard B. Richman

The company’s toothbrush products can be purchased
through its website or ordered on Amazon. Each
toothbrush is individually wrapped in cellophane. They
come in single units or four-packs. Also sold are boxes of
72 and cases of 432 toothbrushes. Currently, they are not
packaged for retail sale.
Although Richman’s company offers “old-fashioned
toothbrushes,” he recognizes the importance of
improved technology as it pertains to the production of
such brushes.
“The current bristling and imprinting aspects of our
toothbrushes could not be achieved without advanced
automation,” he said. “It’s exciting to witness what is
possible with modern technology. All of our toothbrushes
feature end-rounded bristles, including the extra-hard.
Meanwhile, our handles can be imprinted with a
company’s name and logo.”
One advantage to being a small company with sales
strictly online, Richman said, is that the COVID pandemic
has had less of an impact on his business, compared to many
other companies.
“We are obviously grateful, while remaining careful to
keep everything work-related very sanitary,” he said.
As far as marketing is concerned, Plain Toothbrush
Company benefits from organic search engine optimization
through its website, as well as word of mouth which leads to
new and repeat business.

brushes. I believe that is because our style of toothbrush is
actually superior in its ability to clean teeth,” Richman
said. “We continue to receive requests for different
toothbrush sizes, and at some point we look forward to
offering such options. The difficulty involves the cost of
creating a new mold, as well as having to implement
minimum-order requirements. We hope to reach a point,
within the next few years, to provide more sizes.
“Also, our toothbrush products are not yet in retail
stores. That is due to the cost, and difficulty, of
preparing retail packaging. It’s also very hard to find
retail shelf space. Our goal is that retail will become a
reality for our toothbrushes. However, since it does
seem more people are making online purchases, we
remain optimistic about the future — despite the lack of
our current retail presence.”
Contact: Plain Toothbrush Company,
c/o Sound Feelings Publishing,
18375 Ventura Blvd., #8000,
Tarzana, CA 91356.
Phone: 424-835-0859.
Email: info@plain-toothbrush.com.
Website: www.plain-toothbrush.com.

“We offer a quality product. Rather than give
too many discounts to attract business, we rely
on the future purchases of satisfied customers.

We have found that most of our customers really do love
our product and re-order. Many of those people have
reported great checkups from their dentists after using our
BBM MAGAZINE | January/February 2022
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Boucherie Machine Range
For Production Of Wooden Toothbrushes

Wooden and bamboo toothbrushes are becoming popular because
they are eco-friendly and most of the brush is biodegradable. Shaping
these handles from a piece of wood or bamboo is certainly a highprecision job, and the drilling of the holes for the tufts has to be
precise and consistent. Furthermore, it is challenging to obtain a
sufficient tuft retention in this natural material. To have the industry
face these new challenges, Boucherie has developed a complete range
of specialized machinery:

The same drill head as is used on the Hepta-DR can also be
integrated into a Hepta-FM toothbrush machine. Of course,
product hygiene is kept at the highest level by means of a
powerful exhaust system and instant removal of the wood debris
that is inevitably generated during the drilling process. The HeptaFM with the drill head can then be used as a machine for wooden
toothbrushes or, merely by switching off the drill head, can be
used as a high-performance automatic toothbrush machine for
the production of standard plastic toothbrushes, running at up to
1200 tufts per minute. Marking on the handle can be performed
in a very efficient and flexible way by means of integrated lasers.

The wooden toothbrushes can be packed in full
carton blisters or folded cartons.

The DR-A drilling machine is an economical solution for
toothbrush makers who wish to drill on one machine, and then tuft
the brushes on an existing machine. In this fashion, existing
machinery can be used to limit the investment while still testing
this interesting segment of the market. High productivity is part
of the deal with the speed of up to 900 holes per minute. A highperformance exhaust system instantly removes any drill chips or
dust from the handles, in order to keep the product hygiene at the
highest possible level.

The Hepta-FM can be equipped with a drill head and can still be used
like a regular toothbrush machine.

The package of machinery for more ecological products is
complete with the Illig HSU 35 packaging machine for full
carton blisters, and with the carton-folding machine CM-A —
both of which can be used as stand-alone packaging machines or
in a configuration integrated with the Hepta-FM.
More information about these and other innovations can be
found at www.boucherie.com, or by contacting Boucherie by
e-mail: info@boucherie.be.

The DR-A is a high-speed toothbrush drilling machine.

The Hepta-DR will drill and fill the brushes without reclamping: the wooden handles are brought into the machine
manually or automatically, and they are clamped on the turret.
There, the holes are drilled and the tufts are inserted without
taking the brush out of the clamp, so that any inaccuracies in the
shape of the wooden handles are less important. In order to have a
higher and more consistent tuft retention, this machine can be
equipped with a CNC-controlled anchor insertion angle, so that
the anchor plate is cutting into the grain of the wood. This machine
can process tapered filaments, regular cylindrical filament, or
natural materials.
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The Hepta-DR drills the handles and fills the
brushes without re-clamping.
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FM Brush

Withstanding The Test Of Time
By Adjusting And Adapting
To Meet Customer Needs

David Parr

Best Wishes
To Retiring ABMA
Executive Director David Parr

Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine would like to
recognize and congratulate retiring ABMA Executive
Director David Parr, for his many years of service to
both the association and industry.
Parr, who started his tenure as executive director
in 2002, originally served on the association’s
board of directors from 1995-2001. He has been
involved with ABMA since 1981, including that as
an active member with the National Brush
Company, and as an affiliate/suppler member with
National Wood Products, and subsequent
purchaser, Group Pare Brossel.

“We have all had to adjust and adapt these past few years.
Conversations around COVID, supply chain and
sustainability have been the lead topics for businesses and
consumers alike,” according to FM Brush.
“In the early phases of the pandemic, FM Brush New York
closed for two months, but reopened as an essential business. FM
Brush Thailand never closed.
“Dual manufacturing has been the key to our success, as we
were able to supply customers with product without interruption.
“With facilities that are vertically integrated, we are able to
rework and warehouse substantial inventory, which kept the
pipeline open.
“Between FM NY and FM Thailand, there is over 125 years
of brush-making experience. This in-turn offers customers the
economic sustainability of knowing we have strong roots and
have withstood the test of time.”
For more information about
FM Brush, visit www.fmbrush.com.

Norshel Industries Acquires Culicover And Shapiro Assets

Norshel Industries Inc., a mop and handle manufacturer and
importer and master wholesaler of a full line of janitorial
supplies, located in Croydon, PA, and established in 1970, has
acquired the assets of Culicover and Shapiro. Culicover and
Shapiro was established in 1929 as a broom and brush
manufacturer, presently located in Huntington, NY.
“Norshel owners Aaron and Eric Leibowitz are excited to
welcome Richard Shapiro, the third generation owner of
Culicover and Shapiro into the Norshel fold. This is the
BBM MAGAZINE | January/February 2022

second acquisition over the years for Norshel. The company
acquired Quantum Distribution, a Maryland-based wholesaler, in 1998.
“Norshel Industries has long been known for its strong
presence in complete hard floorcare maintenance. Adding
Culicover and Shapiro only solidifies our commitment to
being a leader in this category,” according to a press release.
All office and warehousing will be at the 2933 River Rd.,
Croydon, PA, location.
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ZAHORANSKY Repositions Sales And Marketing —
Robert Dous In New Position

“ZAHORANSKY is repositioning itself in sales and marketing and is merging the sales divisions ‘Oral
Care/Broom & Brush Mechanical Engineering’ and ‘Automation & Molds/Medical Technology,’ which, up until
now, have operated independently. This opens up synergies in development, sales and production. This
development enables the strength of the global sales and production network across all ZAHORANSKY
locations to be used even more consistently.
The person responsible for this restructuring is Robert Dous, who
has held a new position in relation to this since January, as the
managing director of ZAHORANSKY Automation & Molds GmbH
and chief sales officer of the ZAHORANSKY GROUP. He is now
responsible for the global sales, marketing and service activities of all
ZAHORANSKY products and locations. He is also responsible for
managing the branches in the USA, Mexico, Brazil, India, Japan and
China,” according to a company press release.

Robert Dous

Two-pronged Sales Approach
“In the future, ZAHORANSKY will pursue a two-pronged sales
approach. There will be divisions specifically for standard manual or
automated brush production machines, packaging machines,
automation modules as well as injection molds. These teams are
controlled locally and are characterized by their special customer
proximity and flexibility on account of their regional presence. An
agile interdisciplinary organization approach is used for the project
business in the division of tailor-made production solutions with a
high degree of interlinking and automation in the areas of personal
care, medical technology and industrial automation. Upgrading and
expanding the key account management enables ZAHORANSKY to
even better meet the requirements of global market leaders.”

Expansion Of The Medical Technology Division
“Medical technology is also a high priority in the future product strategy. This business division is being
further expanded with production solutions for the manufacture of in-vitro diagnostics, drug delivery and
primary packaging. Specifically, this involves dialyzers, vaccine containers, prefilled plastic syringes, pipette
tips, blood collection tubes, inhalers and many other medical technology products.”

Carefree All-In-One Service
“When it comes to customer care, ZAHORANSKY consistently relies on the perks of digitization using the
global sales organization with sales & service branches. A 360-degree carefree service approach, based on
remote monitoring & alerting of production processes, as well as preventive maintenance, increases the
production output of the machines and minimizes scheduled downtimes.
“Robert Dous has been with ZAHORANSKY for almost 14 years, and was previously responsible for sales,
marketing and service as well as product management for machines and systems concerning the production of
brushes, including toothbrushes, interdental brushes, household brushes, technical brushes and cosmetic brushes
such as those used for mascara.”
For more information visit: www.zahoransky.com.
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